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Strong ion-sound parametric turbulence and anomalous anisotropic
plasma heating in helicon plasma sources

V. S. Mikhailenko and K. N. Stepanov
Kharkiv National University, 31 Kurchatov Prosp, 61108 Kharkiv, Ukraine

E. E. Scime
Physics Department, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

~Received 14 October 2002; accepted 3 March 2003!

Experimentally observed anisotropic ion heating in helicon plasma sources may result from the
interaction of ions with ion-sound turbulence. The ion-sound turbulence develops due to excitation
of the short scale, kinetic, parametric ion-sound instability. From the quasilinear equation for the ion
distribution function, which includes the induced scattering of ion-sound waves by ions, the
turbulent heating rate is determined. This anomalous ion heating is predominantly across the
magnetic field and can lead to strong turbulence effects, such as the collective statistical effect of
ion-sound turbulence on individual ion orbits~resonance broadening!. Resonance broadening is a
strong turbulence saturation mechanism for ion-sound turbulence. The energy density of the
ion-sound turbulence in the saturated state, the ion and electron heating rates, as well as the effective
collision frequency arising from the anomalous absorption of the helicon wave, are estimated and
compared to experimental data. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1569487#

I. INTRODUCTION

Helicon plasma sources efficiently produce high-density
plasmas for moderate rf input powers at frequencies of 8–27
MHz. Since Boswell’s initial helicon wave experiments,1 the
mechanisms responsible for the high rf absorption efficiency
of helicon sources and anomalously strong electron heating
have been the subject of both theoretical and experimental
investigations. Experimental studies have shown that colli-
sional damping of helicon waves as well as electron Landau
damping is insufficient to explain the high rf absorption ef-
ficiency and electron heating observed in helicon sources.2 It
has been suggested that helicon waves deposit their energy
into the plasma by coupling their energy to Trivelpiece–
Gould waves at the plasma boundary, which are then rapidly
absorbed.3–5

It was suggested in Ref. 6 that another mechanism: ex-
citation of the kinetic, parametric, ion-sound instability and
the subsequent turbulent~quasilinear! heating of electrons in
the fields of the ion-sound turbulence along the confining
magnetic field may be responsible for electron heating and
helicon energy absorption in helicon plasma sources. Re-
cently, that theoretical suggestion received strong experimen-
tal support. Although the theoretically predicted wavelengths
for the parametric ion sound turbulence are too small to be
measured with probes, somewhat longer wavelength, low-
frequency fluctuations in helicon sources have been detected
by a cross-correlation enhanced-scattering diagnostic7,8 and
with fixed probe pairs9,10 ~see also Ref. 11!. The dispersion
relations deduced from the measured frequencies and wave-
lengths were consistent with turbulent ion-acoustic
fluctuations7 and the helicon wave damping was found to
increase with fluctuation amplitude.8 Electron heating, corre-
sponding to periods of increased fluctuation amplitudes, was

measured by both emission spectroscopy and rf compensated
Langmuir probes.8 These measurements demonstrated, for
the first time, that the anomalous rf power absorption as well
as electron heating in helicon discharges is associated with
excitation of small-scale, ion-sound-like, fluctuations.

In addition to electron heating, anisotropic (Ti'.Ti i)
ion heating has also been observed in helicon sources.12,13

Careful analysis demonstrated that collisional equilibration
with electrons could not be responsible for the magnitude of
ion heating observed in helicon sources.12 Recent measure-
ments of ion temperatures tens of centimeters downstream of
a helicon antenna are consistent with damping of the slow, or
‘‘Trivelpiece–Gould,’’ wave on ions at the edge of the heli-
con source when the rf frequency equals the local lower hy-
brid frequency.9,13 Closer to the antenna, the perpendicular
ion temperatures appear to be correlated with the amplitude
of low-frequency, ion acoustic waves that are parametrically
driven by the rf pump wave.9,10 In this paper, we show that
anisotropic ion heating near the rf antenna may result from
turbulent ion heating in the wave fields of ion-sound para-
metric turbulence. We find that in helicon source experi-
ments, the ion-sound parametric turbulence is predicted to be
in the strong turbulence regime. Therefore, the dynamics of
ions and electrons in such sources is strongly nonlinear and
is determined by their ‘‘collisions’’ with the ion-sound fluc-
tuations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we give a brief description of weak ion-sound para-
metric turbulence excited due to development of the ion-
sound kinetic parametric instability and describe the pro-
cesses of electron turbulent heating and anomalous
absorption of the helicon wave. In Sec. III, through exami-
nation of the nonlinear quasilinear equation, which includes
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the induced scattering of ion-sound waves on ions, we show
that the ion-sound parametric turbulence can result in aniso-
tropic ion heating. In Sec. IV we show that the initially weak
turbulence is followed by the development of strong turbu-
lence during which ion scattering by ion sound turbulence
results in enhanced ion Landau damping. This effect leads to
the saturation of ion-sound turbulence and to perpendicular
ion heating. The magnitude of the strong ion-sound turbu-
lence, the ion-heating rate and the effective collision fre-
quency for the saturated, strongly turbulent state are esti-
mated. Some concluding remarks are then given in Sec. V.

II. THE ION-SOUND KINETIC PARAMETRIC
INSTABILITY, TURBULENCE, ELECTRON HEATING,
AND HELICON WAVE ABSORPTION

The action of a strong electromagnetic wave on a plasma
results in relative oscillatory motion of plasma components
that can drive a variety of parametric instabilities. The linear
stage of these instabilities is governed by the following equa-
tion for the Fourier transformation of the perturbed electro-
static potentialw(k,v):
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whered« i ,e(k,v) is the ion~electron! dielectric permittivity,
Jp(a) is the Bessel function with argumenta5ae
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and E0x and E0y are radial and azimuthal components, re-
spectively, of the helicon or Trivelpiece–Gould modes elec-
tric field E0 .

The kinetic parametric ion-sound instability is excited
in nonisothermal plasmas with hot electrons and cold ions
(Te@Ti) when the amplitude of the electron oscillatory ve-
locity u in the field E05exE0xcos(v0t2k0r )1eyE0ysin(v0t
2k0r ) of the helicon wave exceeds the ion-sound velocity
vs . For short wavelength ion-sound waves withk're@1,
wherere is the electron Larmor radius, Eq.~1! becomes
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HereW(ze
(p)) is the plasma dispersion function with the ar-

gumentze
(p)5(v2pv0)/A2uki2pk0iuvTe , ki andk0i are the

components of the wave numbersk andk0 ~rf driving wave!
along the magnetic fieldB0 , I 0 is the modified Bessel func-
tion, andr De is Debye length. It follows from Eq.~2! that the
frequencyv(k) and growth rateg(k) of this instability for
short ion-sound waves, are6
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whereze0
(p)5(vs(k)2pv0)/A2ukipuvTe , andkip5ki2pk0i .

In the case of strong ellipticity of the pump wave, when
E0x.E0y , the growth rate is a maximum with

gmax;0.05~vcevci!
1/2~11k2r De
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for ion-sound waves with frequencyvs<v0 and an aniso-
tropic wave spectrum such that
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whereu'cE0x /B0@avs .
For ion sound waves, the greatest contribution to the

growth rate arising from the sum over the Bessel function
terms in Eq.~4! is from the term withp51, which is a maxi-
mum fora'1.8– 2.2. Contributions toge by the other terms
with pÞ1 are much smaller. Note that the ions are treated as
unmagnetized (2pge@vci ,k'r i@1). Equation~5! was ob-
tained without including ion Landau damping of the ion-
sound waves,g i , or collisional damping due to ion viscosity,
gv . When these effects are included, the total growth rate is
given by
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From Eq.~4! through Eq.~6!, it follows that fork;v0/vs we
havekre;v0vTe/vsvce;v0 /Avcevci for the most unstable
ion-sound waves. In the case where the pumping frequency,
v0 , is much larger than the lower hybrid frequency
Avcivce, the most unstable ion-sound waves have short
wavelengths withkre@1, consistent with the approxima-
tions used to obtain Eq.~5!. However, the form of Eq.~4!
suggests that the value ofugmax(k)/v(k)u for the most unstable
ion-sound waves should increase forkre;1. These two con-
ditions, kre;v0 /Avcevci and kre;1, are satisfied when
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the frequency of the rf pump wave is of the order of the
lower hybrid frequency,v05Avcivce in a high density
plasma, i.e.,vpi@vci .

Since the analytically derived Eq.~4! cannot be used in
the case ofkre;1, a complete numerical solution of Eq.~1!
is required. The numerical solution of Eq.~1!, including Lan-
dau damping for a helicon wave frequency ofvo

'0.6Avcivce, for Te /Ti520 andu/vs55 yields

gmax'0.3Avcevci and Rev~k!'0.9Avcevci, ~10!

for the growth rate and real frequency of the kinetic paramet-
ric instability15 at kre'0.75. This value ofugmax/Re v(k)u
is six times larger than the value given by Eq.~5! for the
same plasma parameters but in the limitkre@1.

Saturation of the kinetic parametric ion sound instability,
electron and ion heating, and helicon wave absorption are all
governed by the development of weak-nonlinear and quasi-
linear processes6 as well as the development of strongly non-
linear processes such as the collective statistical effect of
ion-sound turbulence on individual ion orbits~resonance
broadening!. The induced scattering of the ion-sound waves
by ions was determined in Ref. 6 as being primarily a weakly
nonlinear process that can lead to saturation of kinetic para-
metric ion sound instability. The energy densityW
5*dkW(k)5*dkk2v(k)I (k)] Re «(k)/4p]v(k) of the
ion sound parametric turbulence in the saturated state was
determined in Ref. 6 from the equationg1G i50, whereg is
given by Eq.~7! andG i is the nonlinear damping rate arising
from the induced scattering of ion-sound waves by the
ions,16
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where the spectral intensityI (k) is determined by the
relation16
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and^ . . . & means the averaging over the initial phases of the
perturbed potentialw(k,v). As was shown in Ref. 17,

W;n0eTe~Te /Ti !~8g/pkvs!. ~12!

The factor of 8 in Eq.~12! is an approximation for the inte-
gration over angles in wave number space according to Eq.
~11! ~this multiplicative factor is missing in Ref. 6!.

The scattering of electrons by the ion-sound waves can
also lead to electron heating and the electron heating rate as
calculated in Refs. 6 and 17 from the quasilinear equation for
the electron distribution function is

3
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For the levelW given by Eq.~12! we obtain the estimate
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In obtaining Eq.~13! we assumed thatteinee@1, i.e., during
the heating timetei , numerous binary electron collisions
take place and an isotropic Maxwellian electron distribution
with Tei'Te evolves.

The helicon wave damping due to the excitation of ion-
sound turbulence and the resultant turbulent electron heating
can be estimated using the effective collision frequency due
to electron scattering on the ion-sound waves. The effective
collision frequency is obtained from the energy balance
equation

2neff

k0
2c2

vpe
2
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dTe
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5
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where k0 and Whelicon are the helicon wave number and
helicon energy density, respectively,
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B̃ is the helicon wave magnetic field strength, andu
5cE0 /B0 . Combining Eqs.~14!, ~16! and ~17!, neff is
approximately6

neff;ge

W

2W0

vce

v0

k0i

k0
;ge

W

n0eTe

vTe
2

u2
. ~18!

For the energy density given by Eq.~12! we obtain the esti-
mate

neff;16ge

Te

Ti

g

vs

vTe
2

u2
. ~19!

Another source for the excitation of the parametric ion-
sound turbulence is the Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! wave,
which is excited due to the mode conversion from the heli-
con wave near the plasma surface. The TG mode is a short
wavelength wave along the radial coordinate with Rek0x

5(vce /v0)k0i and is strongly damped with Imk0x

52Re k0x(nei /v). The optimal conditions for the maxi-
mum growth rate,ge , given by Eq.~6! for an anisotropic
pump wave (ETG,y!ETG,x) and ky;v0a/ue , kx;v0 /vs ,
remain valid in the case of the TG pumping wave. For
the TG mode we have3 ETG,y'0 and ETG,x

5(vce /v0)EHelicon,y . For the conditions of, for example,
the Chen experiment@B05800 G, Ey,Helicon56 V/cm and
v051.73108 s21( f 527 Mhz!# we haveETG,x5500 V/cm,
u;53107 cm/s, and for the wave number of the most un-
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stable ion-sound waves,ky;1 cm21 and kx;102 cm21.
Therefore, the azimuthal wavelengths of ion-sound waves
excited by the TG wave should be large enough to be mea-
sured in helicon source experiments. The effective collision
frequency for the absorption of the TG wave is determined
from the equation

2neffWTG5neff

n0emeu
2

2
5n0e

dTe

dt
5n0e

Tei

tei
, ~20!

from which we obtain the following estimate forneff

neff ;
1

th

vTe
2

u2
;ge

W

n0eTe

vTe
2

u2
. ~21!

Because the velocityu in a TG wave is much larger than in
a helicon wave, Eq.~21! @analytically the same as Eq.~18!#
yields a much smaller magnitude ofneff for the TG wave
than for the helicon wave. For a TG wave in a helicon source
operating atTe;4 eV and at the conditions of Chen’s
experiment,18 neff is also smaller than the ion-electron colli-
sion frequency,nei . Therefore, the absorption of the TG
wave remains predominantly collisional. The long wave-
length ion-sound waves observed in recent experiments9–11

may be parametrically excited by the TG mode, but these
easily detected long wavelength ion-sound waves are not re-
sponsible for the anomalous plasma heating and absorption
of the TG wave. Their existence, however, can be considered
as indirect evidence that short wavelength ion-sound waves
parametrically driven by the helicon wave, which are excited
at the same conditions and are responsible for the anomalous
electron heating and anomalous absorption of the helicon
wave, may also exist in the plasma.

III. TURUBLENT ION HEATING

It is commonly suggested that in helicon sources, the
ions are heated isotropically by electron-ion collisions. The
experimental discovery of the anisotropic ion heating pre-
dominantly across the magnetic field12 suggests that colli-
sional equilibration with hotter electrons cannot be respon-
sible for all the observed ion heating. Interaction of ions with
anisotropic plasma turbulence may be the source of the an-
isotropic ion heating. Since the bulk ions are nonresonant
with the ion-sound turbulence, it was suggested in Ref. 19
that induced scattering of ion sound waves by ions through
nonlinear Landau damping might result in anisotropic ion
heating. The quasilinear equation for the average ion distri-
bution functionFi0 in which the induced scattering of ion-
sound waves by ions is taken into account is20
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]t
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Because the wave vectors,k, of the ion-sound waves excited
by the kinetic parametric instability are directed primarily
across the magnetic field, Eq.~22! predicts that the ions will
be heated predominantly across the magnetic field. The pre-
dicted ion-heating rate is19

]Ti'

]t
5
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t i'
, ~23!

where
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2mi
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and ion temperature anisotropy withTi'.Ti i develops. For
the saturated state of the turbulence due to the induced scat-
tering of ion-sound waves on ions, we find that19

1
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5E dkg~k!

W~k!

neoTe
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1

tei
, ~25!

and

]Ti'

]t
;

]Te

]t
5

Te

tei
;ge

W

ne0
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IV. THE STRONG ION-SOUND TURBULENCE REGIME

Ion heating leads to a reduced value ofTe /Ti and there-
fore an increase in ion Landau damping,g i , of the ion-sound
waves. Essentially, the entire process is a negative feedback
cycle. The ion orbit perturbations induced by scattering from
ion-sound waves leads to ion heating that then provides a
saturation mechanism for the ion-sound instability through
increased ion Landau damping.

However, collective statistical effects such as ion reso-
nance broadening can also lead to saturation of the ion-sound
instability. The energy density,W, of the ion-sound turbu-
lence in the saturated state due to ion resonance broadening21

may be estimated from the equationg i2ge50, wherege is
determined by Eq.~4! andg i is the renormalized version of
Eq. ~8!,

g i5S p

8 D 1/2S vs

kvTi
D 3

vsexpS 2
v2

2k2~vTi
2 1 ṽi

2!
D . ~27!

In calculating the renormalizedg i , we assume that the ion
distribution is Maxwellian and account for the ion tempera-
ture increase due to the interaction of ions with ion-sound
turbulence,
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where Ẽ(k) is the electric field strength of the ion-sound
wave with wave numberk that is directed predominantly
across the magnetic field (kx ,ky@kz). From the equation
ge2g i50 we can obtain the energy density,W of the ion-
sound turbulence in the saturated state due to ion resonance
broadening:

W

ne0Te
;

1

lnFkvs

ge
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Ti
D 3/2G 2

2Ti
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For the growth rate given by Eq.~4!, we have the estimate

W
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Which saturation mechanism dominates is determined by
comparing the energy densities in the saturated states due to
induced scattering of ions on ion-sound waves, Eq.~12!, and
due to ion resonance broadening, Eq.~30!:

W~Eq.~30!!

W~Eq.~12!!

;10
Ti

Te
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Avcivce
H ln21F8
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Avcivce
S Te

Ti
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According to Eq.~31!, for high helicon rf wave frequen-
cies, whenv0@(Te /Ti)Avcevci, the induced scattering of
ions on ion-sound waves may be the dominant saturation
mechanism. In the case of low helicon rf wave frequencies,
whenv0<(Te /Ti)Avcevci, the dominant saturation mecha-
nism is ion resonance broadening. This second condition is
satisfied in the experiments of Refs. 12, 13, 14, 18. There-
fore, it is reasonable to assume that the saturation level of
ion-sound turbulence in these experiments results from ion
resonance broadening and is given by Eq.~29!. For the spe-
cific experimental conditions of Ref. 12 and Ref. 18, Eq.~30!
yields W/Ten0e;0.05. For the same experimental condi-
tions, Eq.~12!, which calculates the saturation level of the
ion-sound turbulence due to the induced scattering by ion
sound waves, gives the unrealistically large value of
W/Ten0e;1. It is important to note, that for the experimental
parameters of Chenet al.18 (ge;231026 s21 for Te54 eV,
tei'3.331026 s, Te /Ti520, nee'3.83107 s21, and
W/nTe;0.05), we obtainteinee;20, i.e., the electrons
should thermalize rapidly and our assumption ofteinee@1 is
justified. In this case, a multiplicative factor of 3/2 appears in
Eq. ~13! and a Maxwell distribution for the bulk electrons
should result from electron-electron collisions.

The effective frequency,neff , given by Eq.~17!, for the
energy density predicted by Eq.~29! is equal to

neff;ge
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vTe
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and for the growth rate determined by Eq.~4! we have the
estimate
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vTe
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J . ~33!

For the Chenet al.18 experimental conditions, Eq.~33! gives
neff'33108 s21 and nei'3.83107 s21. Therefore, turbu-
lent electron heating may be the primary helicon ionization
mechanism in the Chenet al. experiment. The resulting heli-
con wave damping length along the magnetic field isl T

;vce /k0neff . For the experimental conditions of Chen
et al.18 we obtain forTe54 eV, thatl T<23 cm, in agreement
with the measurements reported in Ref. 18. The collisional
damping length for these experimental parameters,l c

;vce /neik0 , is equal tol c;2.2 m. Thus, the helicon damp-
ing due to electron scattering by ion-sound waves is an order
of magnitude larger than the collisional damping and is con-
sistent with the measured damping length.18 It interesting to
note that the collisional damping length along the magnetic
field of the TG mode for the parameters of the Chen
experiment,18 l c;vce /neik0TG, is approximatelyl c'18 cm,
i.e., of the same order of value as the turbulent damping
length l T of the helicon wave.

From Eq. ~28! we can estimate the magnitude of the
electric field strength of the strong ion-sound turbulence,

Ex ;
mivsvTi

e
A 2W

n0iTi
. ~34!

For the experimental conditions of Ref. 18 (vs'0.7v0 , v0

51.23108 s21, Te54 eV, Te /Ti'20, W/n0eTe;0.05) we
haveEx'0.5 kV/cm. The electron velocity amplitudeuy in
such an electric field is comparable with electron thermal
velocity vTe583107 cm/s. The motion of the electrons along
the magnetic field is due to the action of theEi component of
the ion-sound electrostatic electric field, equal toEi

5E'(ki /k');0.7 V/cm for the experimental conditions of
Ref. 18. Thus velocity of resonance electrons along the mag-
netic field is equal touei;eEi /mege;43107 cm/s, i.e., of
the order of the electron thermal velocity vTe583107 cm/s.
The velocity range for electrons that may be trapped by ion-
sound waves is (Dv)Trap;(2eEi /meki)1/2 and for ki'0.3
cm21 is comparable with electron thermal velocity. These
estimates show that the dynamics of electrons in helicon
sources are strongly nonlinear and completely determined by
electron ‘‘collisions’’ with ion-sound waves. So in spite of
the weakness (g!v(k)) of the kinetic parametric ion-sound
instability considered, its ultimate nonlinear stage and the
saturation are determined not by weak turbulence effects, but
by the strong turbulence effects such as nonlinear resonance
broadening. The effects of the weak turbulence are only sig-
nificant during the initial development of the instability.
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In the case of strong ion-sound turbulence, the ion heat-
ing rate across the magnetic field is estimated from the ion
renormalized quasilinear equation21,22 in which effect of the
broadening of the resonances is included. The predicted ion-
heating rate is given by

]Ti'

]t
;

1

t i
Ti';ge

W

n0eTe

Te

Ti'
Ti' . ~35!

The principal difference between this equation and Eq.
~26! is that this result is based on the ion renormalized qua-
silinear equation instead of Eq.~22!. Equation~22! assumes
saturation arises from the induced scattering of ion-sound
waves by ions whereas Eq.~35! assumes that the saturated
state arises from resonance broadening with the energy den-
sity W in the saturated state given by Eq.~29!.

Another important point is that the ion temperature an-
isotropy is not destroyed by ion-ion collisions whent i'n i i

,1, i.e., when the ion heating rate exceeds the ion-ion col-
lision frequency. For the experiments of Chenet al.18 (Te

54 eV, Te /Ti'20, g'2.33106 s21, n i i (Argon);4
3106 s21, W/n0eTe;0.05) we havet i

21;1.853106 s21

and t i'n i i '2, i.e., ion heating anisotropy should not occur
in the Chen experiments. However, for the argon helicon
plasma experiments of Scimeet al.12 in which significant ion
temperature anisotropy was observed (Te'5 eV, Ti''0.4
eV, n0i'1.431012 cm23, B05800 G, v0553107 s21

'vLH) for ugmax(k)/v(k)u;0.3 we haveW/n0eTe;0.065,
t i;1027 s, n i i '73105 s21 and t i'n i i '0.07. Therefore,
ion temperature anisotropy is predicted by this model. Note,
that the equation

ln21Fkvs

ge
S p

8 D 1/2S Te

Ti
D 3/2G> 2Ti

Te
~36!

defines a threshold condition for the amplitude of the helicon
wave E0;E0x @because of the relationship a
'ckyE0x /v0B0 in Eq. ~4!# or for the ratioTi /Te required
for the excitation of the ion-sound kinetic parametric insta-
bility and subsequent turbulent plasma heating. The ion heat-
ing observations and these calculations suggest that the
threshold condition of Eq.~31! is likely satisfied for the ex-
periments of Scimeet al.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown that ion heating measure-
ments can provide important information about the role of
nonlinear and turbulent processes in the operation of helicon
plasma sources. We have shown that induced scattering of
ions by short wavelength, spectrally anisotropic, ion-sound
parametric turbulence can lead to anisotropic heating of ions
predominantly across the magnetic field. The anisotropic ion
heating can then result in nonlinear resonance broadening.
Anisotropic ion heating is observed experimentally and may
provide confirmation of the importance of parametrically
driven plasma turbulence in the absorption of the helicon
pump wave and heating of plasma components in helicon
plasma sources.

Another source for the excitation of parametric ion-
sound turbulence is the Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! wave ex-

cited by mode conversion from the helicon wave near the
plasma surface.3–5 Although the electric field strength of the
TG wave significantly exceeds the value ofE0 for the heli-
con wave, the ion-sound turbulence excited by the TG wave
is not responsible for the anomalous plasma heating and ab-
sorption of the TG wave. Observations of long wavelength
ion-sound waves excited by the TG mode may provide indi-
rect evidence of the existence of shorter wavelength ion-
sound waves believed to be responsible for the anomalous
electron and ion heating and the anomalous absorption of the
helicon waves since both sets of waves are excited at the
same plasma conditions. In spite of the weakness@g
@v(k)# of the kinetic parametric ion-sound instability con-
sidered, the ultimate nonlinear stage and the saturation are
determined not by weak turbulence effects, but by the effects
of the strong turbulence. Estimates show that the motion of
electrons and ions in such turbulence becomes strongly non-
linear with velocities larger then the their respective thermal
velocities and is completely determined by their interaction
with the ion sound turbulence. Therefore, the development of
a complete theory of strong ion-sound parametric turbulence
is of prime importance for understanding the operation of
helicon plasma sources.

We also showed that the values ofTi andTe ~as well as
the magnitude of the ratioTe /Ti) are critically important for
the development of the kinetic ion-sound parametric instabil-
ity and turbulent plasma heating. For the stationary state of a
continuously operated helicon source, the absolute values of
Ti and Te are determined by the coupled equations for ion
and electron temperatures that depend on ion and electron
heating and cooling due to thermal conductivity, charge ex-
change collisions, and radiation.
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